HI-STORE
Consolidated Interim
Storage Facility

Facility

Holtec International and its partner, the Eddy-Lea Energy Alliance (ELEA), LLC, have launched the licensing of an
autonomous consolidated interim storage facility (CISF) in southeastern New Mexico on land owned by ELEA,
LLC. The facility, named HI-STORE CISF, will provide a significant step on the path to resolve the nation’s long
standing used nuclear fuel storage problem by providing a safe, secure, temporary, retrievable, and centralized
facility for storage of used nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste. The HI-STORE CISF seeks to fulfill the
goal to aggregate the used nuclear fuel canisters presently scattered across the country at dozens of independent
used fuel storage installations into one suitable location. The license application for the HI-STORE CISF was
submitted to the USNRC on March 31, 2017 and accepted by the USNRC in February 2018 (USNRC Docket No.
72-1051).
The initial application for the HI-STORE facility includes storage of up to 8,680 metric tons of uranium in
commercial used fuel (500 canisters) with future amendments for additional canisters up to 10,000 storage
locations. The U.S. currently has more than 80,000 metric tons of used nuclear fuel in storage and more is being
generated every day at a rate of 2,000 metric-tons per year.

Rendering of the Proposed HI-STORE CISF in Southeast New Mexico
(Two Canisters are Shown Undergoing Installation in Storage Cavities)
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Why Propose to Locate HI-STORE in New Mexico?
The climate is ideal for the storage system (arid and dry air);
New Mexicans are nuclear savvy with a proven and safe history of shaping America’s nuclear energy
development (the local population well-educated in nuclear matters able to objectively assess the merits
of a sound and safe technology);
The third-generation storage technology proposed for the site will make the storage facility the most
rugged installation in the state;
No credible path for release of radiation to the environment regardless of the severity of a catastrophic
event;
A dry site without any liquid effluents;
A quiet somnolent facility without any loud noise or environmental disruption;
Designed to efficiently dismantle and decontaminate: no risk of decline in local land valuations; and
Significant revenue generator for the State unaffected by the industrial cycles of boom and bust.

Technology
Like every modern industry, the storage technology for used fuel has undergone an evolution from rectangular
modules (first generation) to the more impact-resistant cylindrical modules (second generation) to virtually
impregnable below-ground (third generation) storage, which is known as HI-STORM UMAX. The New Mexico HISTORE facility will employ the latest third generation, state of-the-art storage technology, universally deemed to
be the most secure and safest ever licensed by the U.S. NRC. The defining feature of the third-generation
technology is the below-grade storage
of strength-welded canisters enclosed
in a massive steel weldment
surrounded by a monolith of concrete
designed to withstand acts of terror or
severity of extreme environmental
phenomena.
The
subterranean
storage system holds the canisters
bearing the used fuel in a dry and
radiation-arrested configuration with
unrestricted capability to access and
retrieve the canisters at any time
during the facility’s life.
The HI-STORM UMAX technology was
first licensed by the U.S. NRC in 2015
(USNRC Docket No 72-1040). Already
in use at two sites in the U.S., the HISTORM UMAX is a system that
HI-STORM UMAX: Below-Grade Storage of
provides the utmost protection to the
Strength-Welded Canisters Enclosed in a Massive Steel
environment and superior radiation
Weldment Surrounded by a Monolith of Concrete
shielding for workers and the public by
storing the canisters in below-grade steel enclosures covered by heavy closure lids (weighing over 20 tons), where
each underground cavity contains one canister in a vertical orientation.
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The HI-STORM UMAX depth is within 30 feet from the surface; it can be termed a superficial subterranean facility,
which will not structurally interact with a deep surface activity such as fracking or oil extraction. The activity
exclusion depth for HI-STORE CISF with respect to mineral extraction has been set at 3,000 feet providing ample
separation from any subterranean activity. This activity exclusion zone does not impede hydrocarbon extraction
in any way since oil and gas are found outside the exclusion zone and hydrocarbon extraction has no surface
effects. Furthermore, the HI-STORE CISF is conservatively designed to withstand seismic acceleration levels that
exceed any recorded in the U.S.

Transportation

According to the U.S. NRC, more than 1,300 used fuel shipments have been completed safely in the U.S. over the
past 35 years. Most of the used fuel was shipped by rail. Thanks to the robust transportation package design and
stringent safety measures, all of these used fuel shipments have been safely completed with no release of
radioactivity or environmental damage. The experience in shipment of used fuel in Europe has been more
numerous with a similarly spotless record of safety.
The used nuclear fuel will arrive at the HI-STORE CISF by rail in robust and safe transport casks using specialty
designed railcars. Three transport casks designed by Holtec International and licensed by the U.S. NRC, HI-STAR
190, HI-STAR 100 and HI-STAR 100MB (HI-STAR is an acronym for Holtec International Storage Transportation
and Repository) could be used to move used nuclear fuel from the reactor sites to the HI-STORE CISF. To be
licensed by the U.S. NRC, the casks must be demonstrated to withstand the entire range of severe transportation
accidents defined in the
regulations, including deep
water submergence, fires and
a series of hypothetical events
including uncontrolled drop in
the most adverse orientation.
Latest generation transport
casks proposed for use are
designed to protect public
health and safety, including
those living astride the
roadways, by:
Precluding the release
of radiological matter
to the environment
under any credible
accident scenario;

Holtec’s 12-Axle Railcar for Ukraine Central Storage Project

Precluding the water-intrusion inside the fuel storage space under the most punishing sequence of
postulated adverse accidents; and
Maintaining the radiation dose in every shipment below the federal requirements, most with large
margins.

Design and Performance Attributes of the HI-STORE CISF
Canister Storage Temporary & Retrievable


A loaded canister can be placed into storage, or removed from storage, in less than one shift



A transitional storage facility whose purpose is to age the canisters before they can be placed in
the repository
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Maximizes Security


Facility is visually inconspicuous - less than 2 feet tall (shorter than the sagebrush on the land)



Hardened to withstand a crashing aircraft and presents a difficult to target from the air



Low profile will block visibility from public land



No area of obstructed view facilitating surveillance by security guards and cameras

Maximizes Safety


Minimum dose to the loading crew and site personnel



Minuscule dose to the environment; much less than the cosmic radiation that pervades the site



Vanishingly small environmental footprint ensures that there will be no health risks to humans and
cattle in the vicinity



Virtually immune to environmental disasters such as hurricanes, floods, tornados, lightning and
earthquakes



Designed to withstand crashing aircraft or on-site fire without releasing any radiological matter



Safety against missiles can be increased without limit by reinforcing the Closure lid which makes
the facility resilient to terror if the threat were to escalate in the future



No liquid effluents are used at the site, which eliminates any risk to ground water and local
hydrology

HI-STORM UMAX at a U.S. Nuclear Plant Will be Used at the HI-STORE CISF in Southeast New Mexico
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